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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

English in Indonesia has been taught since primary school even kindergarten 

and preschool. It was because of the demand of globalization on the use of English as 

an international language. Many people believed that learning English since early age 

could help the children accustomed to the English terms and would be helpful for them 

in the future.   

Therefore, to support their children to improve their ability in English. The 

parents could enroll their children into school that use English as their part of the 

learning process. One of the school that use billingual languages  is Alphakid Character 

Studies Centre (ACSC).

Alphakid Character Studies Centre (ACSC) is a kindergarten and preschool that 

applies English to be spoken in daily activity. This could help the children  recognize  

and feel familiar with English in the future.  ACSC also applied  emergent curriculum  

that  focus on the children passion, skills and needs.

ACSC is a school that provides a good learning environment for the children to 

develop their skill and knowledge which later on will be useful for them in the 

community. The programs and services that the school has, are able to support the

students to enhance their motoric skill.
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The writer did the internship in ACSC as  a teacher assistant. As a teacher 

assistant, the writer conduct many responsibilities such as help the teacher to manage 

the class, encourage the students to engage with the activity, either inside or outdoor

activity and help them when they found any difficulties. As long as the school activity 

ran, the teacher assistant had to be there to prevent bad things occurred. Also, the writer 

made a lesson plan for the platypus class and worksheets for all the classes.

Evaluating session after the teaching learning activity is important to know 

what the writer had done and what the writer lack as a teacher assistant. Through advice 

and suggestions, it helped the writer to be better and gained the knowledge that will be 

useful in the next activity. Many things happened also learned during an eventful 

internship
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